**Image Palette Presentation**

Space bar or Page Down  View the next image
Shift-Space bar or Page Up  View the previous image
Mouse click or equals (=)  Zoom into an image
Shift-mouse click or minus (-)  Zoom out of an image
Zero (0)  Resize image to Fit to Frame
Nine (9)  View image at Actual Size (1:1)
Arrow keys  Pan within an image:
  Up, Down, Left, and Right
F1  Show/hide brief data
F2  Show/hide full data
F5  View an image selection list
F  View full screen
H  Split screen horizontally
V  Split screen vertically
Tab  Move between images when screen is split
Esc  Exit the Image Palette Presentation*

*When viewing a split screen, pressing Esc will close one image and return the other to the full screen view. Press Esc a second time to exit the Image Palette Presentation.

**Slide Presentation**

Space bar or Page Down  View the next slide
Shift-Space bar or Page Up  View the previous slide
Right arrow  View the next object on slide
Left arrow  View the previous object on slide
Esc  Exit the Slide Presentation

Alt-1  Select screen #1 in dual-screen mode
  (For Macs, use: ⌘ ⌥ -1)
Alt-2  Select screen #2 in dual-screen mode
  (For Macs, use: ⌘ ⌥ -2)

Note: The following shortcuts are only available when you are viewing a slide that contains a zoomable image.

Mouse click or equals (=)  Zoom into an image
Shift-mouse click or minus (-)  Zoom out of an image
Zero (0)  Resize image to Fit to Frame
Nine (9)  View the image in Actual Size (1:1)
Shift-Arrow keys  Pan within an image:
  Up, Down, Left, and Right
Tab  Move focus to next zoomable image

Have questions?  Contact userservices@artstor.org